The last staff meeting we had we talked about how we can't go into the Black Belt because we didn't have the tools. I think SNCC should stop thinking in terms of we can't go into the Black Belt when SNCC was first anything much. The question is we will to pay the price or not. Some people ask how are decision made. I don't think Executive Committee should be make decision for SNCC. This what happen with SNCC. This is why the staff can't not what they want and I can not speak for any that can not read or write. People can't do these things. Know what they want. Nobody can not make decisions for these people. I don't know what these people want and I don't have the right to speak for any group of people. I would make decisions for the people. I would them who vote for I think we are all capable of making decisions if we believe in one man one vote why don't we practice what we preach. We have to understand we all play an important part in the government and the people is the government. Some time this why people don't speak out at meeting. But I don't think Executive Committee should be make decisions for SNCC. I think it should staff. It seems to me if people think a small committee of people should make decision. What purpose do staff serve. Why can't staff as large decision make body. I think all people can make decision no matter what kind people they are and I think we should think in these terms.